Introduction {#S0001}
============

The incidence of papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) continues to increase worldwide.[@CIT0001] PTC exhibits a broad range of clinical behaviors ranging from indolent tumors with low mortality in most cases to very aggressive malignancies.[@CIT0002] According to the 2015 American Thyroid Association (ATA) recurrence risk stratification,[@CIT0003] the postoperative recurrence rate of low-risk PTCs is less than 5%; however, that of high-risk PTCs can reach more than 20%.[@CIT0002] Thyroidectomy and metastatic lymph node dissection remain the main curative treatments for PTCs; for high-risk PTC cases, postoperative 131-I is an important possible adjuvant treatment. However, the recurrence rates for high-risk patients are high and variable, largely due to locoregional recurrence, metastases or radioiodine (RAI) refractoriness. Therefore, an urgent precise classification of high-risk PTC is needed to better predict patient outcomes and adjuvant RAI responses.

Recently, certain systemic inflammatory markers, such as the lymphocyte-to-monocyte ratio (LMR), have been reported as predictive and prognostic factors for human cancers.[@CIT0004]--[@CIT0006] However, the prognostic predictive role of the LMR remains unclear in PTCs, especially in high-risk PTCs with increased risk of recurrence/metastasis or mortality. In our previous study,[@CIT0007] we reported that a lower preoperative LMR was related to a higher rate of lymph node metastasis (LNM) in medullary thyroid carcinoma (MTC). Therefore, the incorporation of the LMR into a prognostic model might add prognostic value to further stratify and better manage high-risk patients with different prognoses.

According to the 2015 ATA guidelines,[@CIT0003] high-risk PTC was defined as cases meeting any of the following characteristics: gross extrathyroid extension (GEE), distant metastases, and LNM for which the largest tumor diameter is at least 3 cm^2^. The recurrence/metastasis rate ranged from 20% to 72%.[@CIT0003],[@CIT0008] This risk-stratification system cannot be applied to individuals due to its noncontinuous nature. Additional insights could be gained by appreciating that the risk of structural disease recurrence is a continuum of risk, as recommended in the 2015 ATA guidelines.[@CIT0003]

In our present study, we explored the relationship of the preoperative LMR with PTC clinical characteristics and clinical outcomes and attempted to establish a nomogram based on risk factors to predict the possibility of recurrent/metastasis or mortality in high-risk PTC individuals by obtaining a specific risk value.

Methods {#S0002}
=======

In our present study, we enrolled 3 independent sets of PTC patients from 2 medical hospitals in Sichuan, China. The inclusion criteria were PTCs with GEE, distant metastases or LNM for which the largest tumor diameter was at least 3 cm. The exclusion criteria were the presence of other histological thyroid cancers, such as MTC and anaplastic thyroid cancer; additional operations; and previous other cancers. Based on these criteria, 224 cases in West China Hospital (Wuhou, Sichuan) from Jan 2010 to Dec 2016 were included and then randomized into two groups using the sealed envelope method (<https://www.sealedenvelope.com/>): the training and testing sets included 112 cases each. An additional 48 cases (from Dec 2012 to Dec 2016) met the inclusion and exclusion criteria from Chengdu Shang Jin Nan Fu Hospital (Pixian, Sichuan) and were set as the external validation group. This study was approved by the Clinical Research Ethics Committee of the two hospitals, and the patients or their families signed the informed consent form. The study complied with the standards set by the Declaration of Helsinki.

The GEE definition was based on the surgeon's discovery of GEE during the operation and the pathologist's subsequent designation of pT4;[@CIT0009] distant metastases were evaluated mainly by imaging screening and then confirmed by 3--5 mCi of 131-I for scanning. The surgical protocols for PTC were mainly total or near total thyroidectomy combined with bilateral central compartment lymph node dissection; lateral compartment lymph node dissection was performed only therapeutically (when fine needle aspiration (FNA) cytology or thyroglobulin assessment proved metastasis). The details of the surgical procedure and postoperative adjuvant therapies were described in our previous study.[@CIT0010] Postoperative RAI therapy could be empiric (30--200 mCi) for these high-risk PTC cases at 6 months post surgery. RAI refractory was defined in one of the following four ways:[@CIT0003] the metastatic tissue did not ever concentrate RAI; metastatic tissue lost the ability to concentrate RAI; RAI was concentrated in some lesions but not in others; and metastatic disease progressed despite significant concentration of RAI. The PTC patient lists were gathered from the two hospitals' information centers, and the clinical baseline, surgical data and postoperative recovery data were then retrospectively collected manually from the His-medical system. Based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria, follow-up of the 272 cases was performed by evaluating out-patient follow-up medical records combined with phone interviews.

All of the data were input into an Excel file and then imported into SPSS 22.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, USA) for statistical analysis. The association between the clinicopathological features and preoperative LMR level was evaluated by the chi-square test or Fisher's exact test. Univariate and multivariate regression analyses were used to identify independent prognostic factors in the three sets, and *P*\<0.05 was defined as the criterion for variable deletion when performing backward stepwise selection. Based on the identified risk factors, a nomogram of risk factors associated with recurrence was established in R software studio. The predictive performance of this model was evaluated in the test and validation sets using the concordance index (C-index). Kaplan-Meier analysis was used to determine the overall survival (OS) and tumor-free survival. A log-rank test was used to compare the survival between subgroups. A two-tailed test *P*-value less than 0.05 was considered significant.

Results {#S0003}
=======

PTC patient demographics and clinicopathological characteristics {#S0003-S2001}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The PTC patient baseline characteristics are summarized in [[Table S1]{.ul}](http://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=219163.docx). There were fewer patients of an older age (\>55) in the validation set than in the training and testing sets (4.2% vs. 12.5% and 8.9%, respectively). These heterogeneities might help ensure that our nomogram is universally applicable because the age-related heterogeneities and heterogeneous populations of patients may be different in different districts and conditions.[@CIT0011] There were no significant distribution differences between patients with or without the BRAF V600E mutation in the three sets. This result was mainly due to the later inclusion of the BRAF V600E test at Shang Jin Nan Fu Hospital than at West China Hospital.

Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve to determine the cutoff value {#S0003-S2002}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

We performed ROC curve analyses of the OS to select the best LMR cutoff point, as shown in [Figure 1A](#F0001){ref-type="fig"} (AUC=0.654, *P*=0.004). The best and most objective LMR cutoff value for predicting OS was 4.0 with the best sensitivity (0.832) and specificity (0.441), as shown in [Figure 1B](#F0001){ref-type="fig"} (AUC=0.637, *P*=0.010).Figure 1Receiver operator characteristic curve analysis to predict overall survival for high-risk PTCs using the LMR in the pooled analysis. (**A**) The preoperative LMR can be used to predict overall survival (AUC=0.654, *P*=0.004); (**B**) the preoperative LMR=4.0 is the best cutoff to predict overall survival (AUC=0.637, *P*=0.010).

Association of the preoperative LMR with PTC tumor characteristics {#S0003-S2003}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The relationships between the preoperative LMR and clinical or tumor features in the training, testing and validation sets are shown in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}. A lower preoperative LMR correlated with a larger tumor size (all *P*-values less than 0.05 in the three sets), advanced N stage (*P*=0.011, *P*\<0.001, and *P*=0.048) and M stage (*P*=0.003, *P*=0.024, and *P*=0.007), more multiple PTC cases (*P*=0.001, *P*\<0.001, and *P*=0.045), and more cases with the largest nodule larger than 3 cm (*P*=0.048, *P*=0.033, and *P*=0.023) in the training, testing, and validation sets, respectively. A lower LMR was also negatively correlated with the LNM number in the testing set (*P*=0.009), whereas such a correlation was not found in the training and validation sets. This finding was mainly due to our selection of cases that were all high-risk with PTCs that were usually invasive.Table 1Relationships between the preoperative LMR and clinical or tumor features in three sets of PTC patients with a high risk of recurrence. A lowser preoperative LMR correlated with a larger tumor size, advanced N stage and M stage, more multiple PTC cases, and more cases with the largest nodule larger than 3 cm in the 3 setsFactorTraining setTesting setValidation setPreoperative LMRPreoperative LMRPreoperative LMRLow (\<4)High (≥4)*P*Low (\<4)High (≥4)*P*Low (\<4)High (≥4)*P*All patients199319931434Age (years)0.7280.5660.476 \<4510531265918 ≥459407285160.096Age (years)0.1880.540330.096 \<55187718841233 ≥551161921Sex0.5520.7420.205 Female143114651223 Male562528211BMI (kg/m^2^)0.0590.3580.195 \<24165013531222 ≥24343640212Largest tumor size0.002\*0.0140.017 \<4 cm11831287829 ≥4 cm8107665Total tumor size0.001\*\<0.0010.037 \<4 cm8741082726 ≥4 cm111991178Intra-thyroid PTC0.001\*\<0.0010.045 Single7691074831 Multiple122491963T classification0.2580.1120.374 T1--T3432331610 T415611662824N classification0.011\*\<0.001\*0.048\* N0/N1a12712008 N1b186618731426Distant metastasis0.003\*0.024\*0.007\* No11751176828 Yes81881766LNM number0.2100.009\*0.102 \<151063868316 ≥1593011251118Largest LNM diameter0.048\*0.033\*0.023\* \<3 cm11711175728 ≥3 cm82281876[^1]

Correlation between the LMR and prognosis of high-risk ptcs {#S0003-S2004}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Kaplan-Meier analysis was conducted to investigate the prognostic value of the preoperative LMR, and a log-rank test was used to compare the overall and PTC-free survival between the low- and high-LMR groups. Patients with a high LMR gained a significant overall benefit over those with a low LMR in the training ([Figure 2A](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, *P*=0.048), testing ([Figure 2B](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, *P*=0.039), validation ([Figure 2C](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, *P*=0.029), and combined sets ([Figure 2D](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, *P*\<0.001). The high-LMR cases also had an increased PTC-free survival benefit in the training ([Figure 3A](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}, *P*=0.042), testing ([Figure 3B](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}, *P*=0.014), validation ([Figure 3C](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}, *P*=0.045), and combined sets ([Figure 3D](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}, *P*\<0.001).Figure 2Kaplan-Meier analysis of overall survival in high-risk PTCs according to the LMR in 3 independent sets. (**A**) Training set (*P*=0.049); (**B**) testing set (*P*=0.039); (**C**) validation set (*P*=0.029); (**D**) combined set (*P*\<0.001).Figure 3Kaplan-Meier analysis of PTC-free survival in high-risk PTCs according to the LMR in 3 independent sets. (**A**) Training set (*P*=0.042); (**B**) testing set (*P*=0.014); (**C**) validation set (*P*=0.045); (**D**) combined set (*P*\<0.001).

Association between the LMR and postoperative RAI refractory {#S0003-S2005}
------------------------------------------------------------

Thirteen cases in the training set, 15 cases in the testing set and 7 cases in the validation set were classified as refractory to RAI after 2--6 sessions. When we compared the LMR values between the RAI refraction cases with the non-RAI refraction cases, the preoperative LMR of the RAI refraction cases was significantly lower than that of the non-RAI refraction cases in two sets (4.5±2.3 vs. 5.9±2.0, *P*=0.020 in the training set; 4.8±2.6 vs. 6.2±1.9, *P*=0.012 in the testing set; and 4.1±2.7 vs. 5.7±2.8 in validation set, which did not reach significance, *P*=0.163). When we combined these three sets as a pooled set, this phenomenon was also observed (4.5±2.4 vs. 6.0±2.1, *P*\<0.001).

Univariate and multivariate regression analyses of overall survival and ptc-free survival {#S0003-S2006}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Univariate Cox regression analysis identified clinical and tumor factors significantly associated with OS, as shown in [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}; the largest tumor size (*P*=0.037), total tumor size (*P*=0.025), distant metastasis (*P*=0.039), LNM number (*P*=0.003), and preoperative LMR (*P*=0.031) in the training set were significant. In contrast, only distant metastasis (*P*\<0.001) and the preoperative LMR (*P*=0.049) were risk factors for OS in the testing set, and the largest tumor size (*P*=0.014), total tumor size (*P*=0.043), distant metastasis (*P*=0.028), and preoperative LMR (*P*=0.042) were significant in the validation set. As shown in [Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}, variables demonstrating a significant effect on OS were included in the multivariate analysis. The largest tumor size (*P*=0.044, *P*=0.032, *P*=0.048 and *P*=0.045, respectively), distant metastasis (*P*=0.045, *P*\<0.001, *P*=0.050 and *P*\<0.001, respectively), and preoperative LMR (*P*=0.018, *P*=0.019, *P*=0.048 and *P*=0.020, respectively) were identified as independent prognostic factors associated with OS in the 3 sets and in the pooled analysis.Table 2Univariate Cox regression analyses of overall survival in three sets of high-risk PTC patients. The largest tumor size, total tumor size, distant metastasis, LNM number, and preoperative LMR in the training set were significant. In contrast, only distant metastasis and the preoperative LMR were risk factors for OS in the testing set, and the largest tumor size, total tumor size, distant metastasis, and preoperative LMR were significant in the validation setFactorsOverall survivalTraining setTesting setValidation setHR (95% CI)PHR (95% CI)PHR (95% CI)PAge (years)0.1260.7130.182 ≤551 (reference)1 (reference)1 (reference) \>552.520 (0.772 to 8.230)0.683 (0.090 to 5.200)4.331 (0.503 to 37.260)Gender0.2040.7430.828 Female1 (reference)1 (reference)1 (reference) Male2.658 (0.589 to 11.994)0.836 (0.286 to 2.445)0.828 (0.151 to 4.530)BMI (kg/m2)0.7110.9650.590 \<241 (reference)1 (reference)1 (reference) ≥241.229 (0.413 to 3.660)0.997 (0.348 to 2.746)0.627 (0.115 to 3.426)Largest tumor size0.037\*0.2970.014\* \<4 cm1 (reference)1 (reference)1 (reference) ≥4 cm2.280 (1.072 to 10.034)1.962 (0.553 to 6.954)8.439(1.542 to 46.201)Total tumor size0.025\*0.8820.043\* \<4 cm1 (reference)1 (reference)1 (reference) ≥4 cm3.490 (1.171 to 10.400)1.100 (0.310 to 3.903)5.001 (1.915 to 27.338)Intra-thyroid PTC0.4710.1920.743 Single1 (reference)1 (reference)1 (reference) Multiple1.673 (0.561 to 4.992)1.991 (0.708 to 5.600)1.688 (0.800 to 5.907)T classification0.1980.3290.949 T1-T31 (reference)1 (reference)1 (reference) T42.691 (0.596 to 12.157)1.878 (0.530 to 6.657)1.057 (0.193 to5.780)N classification 0.1810.5900.509 N0/N1a1 (reference)1 (reference)1 (reference) N1b4.027 (0.523 to 31.033)1.505 (0.340 to 6.670)25.964 (0.002 to 40.728)Distant metastasis0.039\*\<0.001\*0.028\* No1 (reference)1 (reference)1 (reference) Yes3.156 (1.5058 to 9.414)13.537 (4.271 to 42.906)6.759 (1.236 to 36.964)LNM number0.003\*0.1660.232 \<151 (reference)1 (reference)1 (reference) ≥157.292 (2.003 to 26.541)2.049 (0.742 to 5.655)3.707 (0.433 to 31.749)Largest LNM diameter0.1710.6400.663 \<3 cm1 (reference)1 (reference)1 (reference) ≥3 cm2.144 (0.719 to 6.391)1.314(0.418 to 4.129)1.459(0.267 to 7.972)Preoperative LMR0.031\*0.049\*0.042\* Low1 (reference)1 (reference)1 (reference) High0.340 (0.110 to 0.912)0.340 (0.116 to 0.997)0.185 (0.034 to 0.912)[^2] Table 3Multivariate Cox regression analyses of overall survival in the training, testing, validation, and combined sets. The largest tumor size, distant metastasis, and preoperative LMR were identified as independent prognostic factors associated with overall survival in the 3 sets and in the pooled analysisSets VariablesTraining Set HR 95% CI *P*-valueTesting Set HR 95% CI *P*-valueValidation Set HR 95% CI *P*-valueCombined Set HR 95% CI *P*-valueLargest tumor size (\<4/≥4 cm)2.2311.114--4.2510.044\*1.6881.281--2.4910.032\*2.4691.071--3.1120.048\*2.9981.181--13.6060.045\*Total tumor size (\<4/≥4 cm)3.5131.622--19.8280.045\*3.3380.810--28.1180.9362.9290.923--4.9950.2993.5560.127--12.4270.435Distant metastasis (No/Yes)3.3291.027--10.7920.045\*13.9184.089--47.378\<0.001\*6.1771.001--38.1220.0505.3862.631--11.027\<0.001\*LNM number (\<15/\>15)6.6451.770--24.9540.005\*4.7820.862--12.3390.1263.2300.898--15.4080.0872.2340.865--4.6860.033\*Preoperative LMR (High/low)3.7141.724--12.4410.018\*4.4571.140--14.9110.019\*2.4691.071--3.1120.048\*2.6441.290--11.4320.020\*[^3]

As shown in [[Table S2]{.ul}](http://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=219163.docx), the largest tumor size (*P*=0.016, *P*=0.017 and *P*=0.045), distant metastasis (*P*=0.031, *P*\<0.001 and *P*=0.023), largest LNM diameter (*P*=0.008, *P*=0.048 and *P*=0.011), and preoperative LMR (*P*=0.048, *P*=0.018 and *P*=0.042) were risk factors for PTC-free survival in the training, testing and validation sets, respectively, and the total tumor size (*P*=0.021) and T classification (*P*=0.013) were identified as risk factors in only the training set. As shown in [[Table S3]{.ul}](http://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=219163.docx), variables demonstrating a significant effect on PTC-free survival were included in the multivariate analysis. The largest tumor size (*P*=0.049, *P*=0.038, *P*=0.050 and *P*=0.045), distant metastasis (*P*=0.016, *P*\<0.001, *P*=0.014 and *P*=0.002), largest LNM diameter (*P*=0.048, *P*=0.024, *P*=0.034 and *P*=0.033), and preoperative LMR (*P*=0.018, *P*=0.037, *P*=0.049 and *P*=0.021) were identified as independent prognostic factors associated with OS in the 3 sets and in the pooled analysis, respectively.

Nomogram for predicting OS and ptc-free survival {#S0003-S2007}
------------------------------------------------

As shown in [Tables 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"} and [[S3]{.ul}](http://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=219163.docx), all risk factors that showed significance in the training set were included in the nomogram, tested by the testing set and validated by the validation set. As shown in [Figure 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}, the likelihood of 5-year mortality ([Figure 4A](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}) and recurrence ([Figure 4B](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}) in individual PTC patients was easily calculated. Gathering these risk factor data, each risk factor can be used to obtain a number of points. Then, the points are added to calculate their total number. From the total-points axis, a line can be drawn down to the risk axis. Then, the risk of 5-year mortality and recurrence can be calculated for individual patients. In the internal (testing set) and external (validation set) validation cohorts, the C-indexes of the PTC recurrence nomogram were 0.78 (95% CI: 0.67 to 0.86) and 0.77 (95% CI: 0.64 to 0.82), respectively. Therefore, the proposed nomograms performed well for all high-risk PTC cases.Figure 4Nomogram for predicting high-risk PTC patient mortality (**A**) and PTC recurrence (**B**) for individual high-risk PTC patients. We can calculate the risk of early recurrence as follows. After obtaining the risk factor data, each risk factor can be used to calculate the number of points. Then, the points are added to obtain a total value. On the total-points axis, a line is drawn down to the risk axis. Then, the risk probabilities of mortality (**A**) and PTC recurrence (**B**) can be calculated for individual patients.

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

Our study might be considered one report in the context of several on the LMR in various human cancers;[@CIT0005],[@CIT0012] however, our present study has some potential innovations. First, to our knowledge, this is the first study on the relationship between the preoperative LMR of PTC patients and PTC features or prognosis. Second, we further stratified the high-risk PTCs according to the 2015 ATA guidelines. Third, a nomogram was developed based on the risk factors and can be used to calculate individual patients' 5-year mortality and PTC recurrence risks. Fourth, we detected that patients with a low LMR were more likely to be RAI-refractory than those with a high LMR. Finally, all of the results were tested in the internal cohort patients (testing group) and validated in the external cohort patients (validation group).

Inflammation plays a crucial role in cancer development and progression[@CIT0013] and could be a key determinant of outcomes in cancer patients.[@CIT0014] Inflammation can destroy cancer cells but also establishes a tumor microenvironment that facilitates cancer cell proliferation.[@CIT0014] Several inflammatory parameters have been reported, and some have been converted to ratios such as the neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio (NLR) and LMR. Lymphocytes are key immune cells, and a low lymphocyte count has been frequently observed in patients with advanced cancer and is associated with a poor OS in various cancers.[@CIT0015],[@CIT0016] Monocytes are also major immune cells and are recruited into tumors and alter the tumor microenvironment to promote cancer cell progression through immune suppression and angiogenesis.[@CIT0017],[@CIT0018] Moreover, a low ratio of peripheral lymphocytes to monocytes has been associated with advanced PTC stage features, including larger tumor sizes, advanced lymph node stages and metastases, in our analysis and is identified as a poor prognostic indicator, including lower OS and PTC-free survival rates, which is consistent with previous studies on other cancers.[@CIT0005],[@CIT0019] However, the potential mechanism by which low-LMR PTC cases were more likely to be RAI-refractory was not explained in our present study. Lymphocytes or monocytes might change the expression of the sodium/iodide symporter, which is the main mechanism of a RAI-refractory status. Future research is needed regarding this issue. The cutoff values of the LMR range greatly, from 2.0 in urothelial cancer to 5.26 in endometrial cancer,[@CIT0012] and there is no reference cutoff value for PTC patients; however, we detected the cutoff value by ROC curve analysis and confirmed this value in our further analysis.

Our present study included only high-risk PTCs and excluded low- and intermediate-risk cases. Two reasons contributed to this selection: first, low-risk patients have an excellent prognosis, with only 2--3% experiencing recurrence and a nearly 1% 10-year mortality rate. Intermediate-risk patients exhibit a 5--8% recurrence rate and a 2--5% 10-year mortality rate.[@CIT0003] These data encourage the performance of a multiple-center, large-cohort case analysis to determine the significance, and we are planning this study in the future. Second, one aim of this study was to stratify high-risk PTCs with very diverse prognoses, and our multivariate analysis and nomogram achieved this goal. With a median of 5.3 years of follow-up, the overall recurrence rate was 37.5%, which was comparable to those reported in previous studies;[@CIT0020] Pitoia et al[@CIT0021] reported 171 high-risk PTC cases, with a median follow-up of 4 years and a recurrence rate of 31.0%, which is slightly lower than ours. Tuttle et al[@CIT0022] reported a high-risk PTC patient recurrence of 68.0% with a median follow-up of 7 years. This large gap among previous studies might be caused by selection bias, and none of these studies attempted to further stratify high-risk PTCs.

This study provides some practical suggestions or tools in clinical practice for not only postoperative surveillance but also for some predictive preoperative risk factors. In our present study, we stratified high-risk PTCs using multivariate analysis and provided a certain likelihood of mortality or recurrence using nomograms. Our proposed nomograms could also be used to design a follow-up protocol after surgery and to select the proper candidates to receive potentially effective adjuvant therapy such as RAI. Furthermore, these models might facilitate communication between doctors and patients regarding the prognostic analysis and postoperative sequential therapy.[@CIT0023] Our study proved that a lower preoperative LMR was correlated with advanced N and M stages in the training, testing, and validation sets (all *P*\<0.05 in the three sets). Our results not only help establish the follow-up protocol but also provide some useful information for preoperative surgical planning. As reports have widely discussed, the role of lymph node dissection in the treatment of PTC has been controversial, and the best indicators for routine or therapeutic neck dissection remain a subject of research.[@CIT0024] A low preoperative LMR may be a basis for the prophylactic dissection of lymph nodes in PTC patients. Furthermore, in addition to PTC, the inflammation parameter can also be used in "follicular neoplasms/suspicious for follicular neoplasms" to help the preoperative diagnosis of malignant nodules, as discussed in a large research study,[@CIT0025] but further studies are needed.

Our study has the following limitations: 1) as a retrospective study, the pathological variables included in the analysis were according to the original pathological diagnosis reports from the Department of Pathology and were not re-evaluated; 2) due to the routine follow-up protocol according to the guidelines and limitations of medical insurance, routine postoperative blood examinations are not recommended, and postoperative changes in the LMR could therefore not be obtained in our present study; 3) the nomograms need to be validated by a larger cohort at multiple centers; and 4) while the preoperative LMR was sufficiently evaluated in our study, using the postoperative LMR to monitor the tumor load also makes sense.[@CIT0026],[@CIT0027] However, because this was a retrospective study, we paid attention to the thyroid, parathyroid, and nerve functions. We did not include the postoperative LMR into our routine examination during the follow-up period. Furthermore, the 2015 ATA guidelines did not recommend routine blood tests after surgery. Further studies on this topic are warranted.

In conclusion, we determined that a low preoperative LMR is a risk factor for an RAI-refractory status, mortality and recurrence. Furthermore, we developed two nomograms to objectively and accurately predict OS and PTC-free survival in high-risk PTC patients.
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